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objection to any course that is proposed, to have it
referred back to the Cabinet for reconsideration. The
reader of Queen Victoria's Letters and the Eshcr Papers
will not need to be told that these are rights of high
importance, the exercise of which ranges from the
minutiae of military etiquette to the gravest issues of
domestic and foreign policy. This is the famous "right to
advise, the right to encourage, and the right to warn" of
which Bagehot spoke some seventy years ago.
The documents make it clear that the power is more
substantial than he conceived it to be. The duty of dis-
cussion with the King is, in any circumstances, a heavy
one; and a Monarch who takes his duties seriously, even
more, a Monarch who has strong views, may cast a heavy
shadow upon the policy of a Cabinet, especially if, like
Queen Victoria, he is hostile to the purposes of his
Government, For his criticisms and suggestions cannot
be dismissed lightly. The eminence of his position, the
distance which separates him even from the status of his
Prime Minister, inhibits that ease of intercourse which is
possible between colleagues. It may, perhaps, be doubted
whether any recent Prime Minister has had to bear a
burden so grim as that which Queen Victoria placed
upon the shoulders of Mr. Gladstone. But the fact that
royal influence is both constant and pervasive is beyond
discussion. The mere rumour that King Edward VIII
was dissatisfied with Mr. Baldwin's policy for the dis~
tressed areas made that policy a thenie of intense, and
even angry, national discussion throughout the  brief
period of his reign. The determination of George V, as
he told Lord Esher, to take a special interest in imperial
concerns is hardly likely to be unconnected with the
emphasis  they  received  from his successive Govern-
ments. An energetic Monarch, skilfully advised, can
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